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SCHEDULE 

The Belfast-Bangor Road, Trunk Road No. T.1, Co. Down, from a point approxi
mately 34 yards west of the junction with the Holywood-Newtownards (via 
Craigantlet) Road, Class Ill, No. 'C.263. to a point approximately 4,920 yards 
east of this, junction. ' 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

(This Note is not part .0/ the Order but is intended to 
indicate its general purport.) 

This Order has the effect of reducing the 50 m.p.h. speed limit on the 
Belfast-Bangor Road between. I-Iolywoodand the commencement of the dual 
carriageway at Ballyrobert to 40 Iihp.h. 

1967. ,No. lOt 

ROAD VEHICLES 

[C] 

REGULATIONS, DATED THE 2NDMA~ 1967,' MADE BY THE MINISTRY OF 
HOME AFfAIRS UNDER SECTION 8 Of TIlE MOTOR VEIiICLES" AND ROAP 
TRAFFIC ACT (NORTHERN IRELAND) 1929. 

The Ministry of Home Affairs in exerCise of the 'powers vested in it by 
Section 8 of the Motor Vehic1e~ and Road Traffic Act (Northern Ireland) 1929(a} 
and all other powers enabling it in· that behalf hereby makes the following 
Regulations :-

Citation and Commencement 
. l. These Reg\llations may·be·citedas the Road Traffic (Mech~niCal Sig!lals) 
Regulations (NortheJ;11 Ireland~ 1967 ,and shall come into force on the 
1st June 1967. 

Revocation , 
2. The Road Traffic (Mechanical Signals) Regulations (Northem Ireland) 

1930(b) are hereby revo,l{;~d., .. 

Light Signals for vehicular traffic 
, J..~l) Light signals may be:used·:for· the ,control of vehicular traffic and 

shall be of the size" colo\lt and type· prescribed by paragraph (~) or by 
paragraph (3) of this Regulation. 

(2) The size, colour a!ld t:Ype of ligbt signal~ prescribed by this paragraph 
shall be as follows : . .,..,.,.., .. ' '.. . , 

(a) Three lights shall be used,. one red, Olle amber and one ,green. 
(b) The lamps shOwing :the coloured 1ig~ts'aforesaid shall be arranged 

vertiCally, the lamp showing a red 'light being the' uppermost and that 
showing a green light the lowermost. 

(aY 20 Geo. 5. c. 21 (N.f). (b) S;R. &.:0:.1:93.0; No. 94; 
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(c) Each lamp shall be separately illuminated and the effective diameter 
of the lens thereof shall be not les~ than 8 inches nor more than 
81 inches. ", '" . 

" (d) The height of th~' centre of the green iens from'the surfac.e .of the carriage
way in the immediate vicinity shall be in the case, of signals placed 
at the side of the carriageway or on a street refuge not less than7 feet 
nor more than 11 feet 6 inches and in the case of signals placed elsewhere 

. and over the carriageway not less than 17 feet nor more' than 20 feet. 
(e) The centre~ of the lenses shall be 11ot. more than 14 inches apart. 
(f) The word "STOP~'. in !>laclciettering shl;lIl .be placed' upon the lens 

of the lamp showing a red light and no other lettering shall be used 
upon the lenses or in cormection with a light ~ignaL 

(g) The sequence ·of the signal. lights shown for the purpose-ofcontrolIing 
vehicular traffic shall be as followsl~ . 
(i) Red. 
(ii) Amber and red together. 

(iii) Green. 
(iv) Amber . 

. ;; (3) The size, colour and typeof,light.sign:als prescribed by this paragraph 
shall be as follows:-

(a) Tyro lamps, each showing air intetmittertt red light, shall be used. 
(b).1;'he:1amps sli!j.Il pe arranged hori?:optany .~o. that tl;1ere,is ,a di~tance 
.pf not les~than.1 foot 9inches por.D;lOre, t]1ail. 4 feet.:3 inches between 

. the centres of the lenses of the lamp$: .. 
(c) Each lamp shall be separately illuminated and. the effective diameter 

·of the le11~ thereof shall be. not le~~ than, 8 inches nor more than 
8;} inches.· . 1 

''Cd)' When th~ signal is opetaterl,eaeh lamp·shalh;h0w its intermittent red 
light at a rate of flashing of not less than 54 nor more than 66 flashes 
per minute, and in such ~a manner that the light of one lamp is always 
shown at a time when the light of the other lamp is not, shown. . 

(e) The height of the ce~tre of each lens. {r(lID the ,surface 'of thecatriagewa y 
in the im'rilediate -ViCinity shall be in the'caSe of signals placed at the 
side of the carriageway or on a street refuge not less thfl1i' 7 feet nor 
mote than 11 feet 6 inches· and in the case of signals placed elsewhere 
and over the carriageway riot less1han 17 feet nor more than 20 feet. 

,', (f) The word "sTOP'''; iri black iettering, shaIl~ 1?e .place,d upon the . lens 
of each lamp and no other lettering. shall be used upon the lens.' ' . 

, (4) .Light signals prescribed by the last foregoing paragraph' may be 
surmounted by a cross ·Of the size;c016tir and type shown in diagram 35 in the 
Schedule'to theR0ad Traffic (Traffic Signs) Regulations .(Northern Ireland) 
1.966(a). - . 

. 4.=,{1) A lens ot lenses of the- siieand colom: shown in diagrarir 1 in the 
~chedule to these Regulations which, when illuminated, showsa:·green 'arrow~ 

(a) may be substitutedf6t the' lens -sh0wing the green light in-the lIght signals 
. referred to in paragmph (Z) ot Regulation 3 in any of the methods shown 

,ill.diagrams 3,5, 6,aIld;;?jn the said:Schedule; or 
(b) may be affixed to the light :signals.refertedto in,paragr~ph (2) of the 

said Regulation 3 or to those signals as altered in accordance with the 

(a) S.R. & O. (NJ.)·1966,., No, '23.. '.' !' ... • ~ < : • I' 
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preceding sub-paragraph of this Regulation in any of the methods shown 
in diagram 2 and diagrams 4 to 9 in the said Schedule. 

(2) The direction in which the arrow shown in diagram 3 in the -said Schedule 
points may be varied so as to be-

(a) a direction which lies str;;tight upright; or 
(b) a direction which lies at any angle between 90 degrees either to the left 

or to the right of the said upright direction. 

. (3) The direction in which any arrow shown in any of the diagrams 2 
and 4 to 9 in the said Schedule points may be varied so as to be-

(a) a direction which lies' straight upright; or 
(b) a direction which lies between the 'direction shown in the diagram 

showing that arrow and the said upright direction. 

Portable light signals for vehicular traffic 
5.-(1) Portable light· signals may be used for the control of vehicular 

traffic-

(a) where, owing to roadworks being' in progr<fSs or for some other reason, 
the width of the carriageway is temporarily restricted so that it will 
carry only one line of traffic; or 

(b) during the progress of temporary schemes of traffic control, if the signals 
are in the control of -the .police. 

(2) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (4) "0f this Regulation, such light 
signals shall comply either-

(a) with the provisions of sub-paragraphs (a), (b), (c), (e), (f) and (g) of 
paragraph (2) of Regulation 3 and sub-paragraph (d) of paragraph (3) 
of this Regulation; or" 

(b) with all the provisions of the said paragraph (3). 

(3)-(a) Two lights ~hall be used, one red and the other green; 
(b) the lamps showing the coloured lights aforesaid shal1 be arranged 

vertically, the lamp showing a red light being uppermost; 
(c) each lamp shall be sep~r~telyiIIuminated and the effective djameter 

of the lens thereof shall be not less than 8 inches nor more than 
81 inches; . . 

(d) the height ofthe centre of the green lens from the surface of the 
carriageway in the immediate vicinity shall be not less than 5 feet 
nor more than 11 feet 6 inches; 

(e) the centres of the lensenhall be not more than 28 inches apart; 
(f) the word "STOP" in black lettering shall be placed upon the lens 

of the lamp showing a r~d light and where the signals are in the 
control of the police appropriate words indicating that the signals 
are police signals may be used; and 

(g) the red and green lights shall not be shown together and one shall 
follow the 'other without any 'appreciable interval of time. . 

(4) On and after the. 31st Dec~mbe.r 1969 the alternative provision made 
by sub-paragraph (b) of paragraph "(2) of this Regulation shall cease to have 
effect. 
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Significance of light signals 
6.~(1) The significance of the light signals prescribed by paragraph (2; 

of R~gulation 3 or by Regulation 5 shall be as follows: - , 
, (a) The red signal shall convey the prohibition that vehicular traffic shall 

not proceed beyond the stop line on the carriageway provided in con
junction with the signals or, if that line is not for the time being visible 
.or th,ere is no stop line, beyond the .signals. 

(b) The amber-with-red signal (where an amber signal is provided}shall be 
taken to denote an impending change in the indication given by the 
signals from red to green but shall not alter the prohibition conveyed 
by the red signaI. 

(c) The green signal (where a green sign~l is provided) shall indicate that 
vehicular tramc may pass the signals and proceed straight on or to the 
left or to the right. 

(d) The amber SIgnal (when provided) shall, when shown alone, convey the 
prohibition that vehicular traffic shap not proceed beyond the stop line 
or, if that line is not for the'time being v:isibleor there is no stop line, 

, : beyond,the signals except -in the case of any vehicle which, when the 
signal first appears, is so close to the said line or signals that it cannot 

, safe~y be ~topped before pas~ing the line or signals. 

': (2) The significance' of the 'light signals prescribed by paragraph (2) of 
Regulation 3, as varied in accordance with the provisions of Regulation 4, 
shall ,b~ as ,follaws.:---,-

(a) Subject as provided in sub-paragraph (d), the red signal shall 
convey the prohibition that vehicular traffic shall not proceed beyond 
the -stop line on the carriageway provided in conjunction with 
the signals or, if the stop line is not for the time being visible, beyond 
the signal1). , 

(b) Subject as - provided in sub-paragraph (d); the amber-with-red 
signal .shall denote an impending change in the indication given 
by the signals from red to green (where a green signal is provided) or 
from red to a green arrow or arrows but shall not alter the prohibition 
conyeyed by .the red signaI. 

(9) Subject as provided ip. paragraph (3), the green signal (where a green 
signal is ptoYid~d) shall indicate that vehicular traffic may pass the 
signals and proceed straight on or to the left or to the right. 

, ' (dr Any green arrOW during sucll time as it is illuminated shaH indicate 
, . that vehicular traffic may pass the signals and' proceed in the direction 

.indicate4 by the arrow notwithstanding any other indication given by 
the signals. ' . ' . 

('er'Subject as provided itisub-paragraph (d), the amber signal shall, 
when shown alone, convey the prohibition that vehicular traffic 

'shall not prqceed beyo:o.d the stop line ,or, if the stop line is not 
,for the 1ime being visible, beyond the _ signals except in the case 
of any vehicle which, when. th,e signal first ~pp~ars, is so close to 

. tbe ~aid lil!~ or 's~gnals that it cannot safely be stopped before passing 
the Hne or signals . 

. (3)' Vehiculartra:ijic passing any light signals iqaccordance with the fore
going provisions of this RegUlation shall pr()ceed with due, regard to the safety 
,oJ other users of the road and subject to the direction of any police constable 
in"uniform or qther' duly-authorised person who may be engaged in the 
regulation of traffic and to the instructions indicated by any traffic sign erected, 
at or near the signals. 


